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High harmonic generation on noble gas clusters
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Abstract: High order harmonics (HHG) were generated on noble gas cluster targets with
different cluster sizes. The independently characterized cluster sources enabled experimental
investigation of the recombination mechanism. HHG spectra were recorded for different backing
pressures and gases (Ar, Xe) as a function of driver pulse ellipticity. Since the ellipticity-dependent
HHG decay is essentially the same for the different gas-pressure pairs, we can conclude that the
recombination process is dominated by atom-to-itself recollisions irrespective of cluster size and
material.
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1. Introduction

High-order harmonic generation (HHG) has emerged as a tool for creating remarkably short
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) pulses [1]. The interaction of atomic gases and intense ultrashort laser
pulses leading to HHG and attosecond pulse generation was first understood as a semi-classical
three-step process involving tunnel ionization, free-space electron motion and recombination
[2–4]. HHG proved to be an efficient tool for the generation of attosecond pulses [5–8] (with the
help of carrier-envelope phase-stabilized, few-cycle-pulse laser technology [9,10]) and by proper
filtering of the XUV spectrum, single pulses with less than 100 asec duration are achievable
[11]. The recolliding electron can also enable molecular tomography [12] and other ultrafast
science applications [1]. Further development of HHG sources recently involved infrared drivers
[13], loose focusing of high-power beams [14], optimized quasi phase-matching [15] and using
synthesized waveforms as drivers [16,17].
It follows from the simplified semi-classical picture that practically only a linearly polarized

driver is suitable for HHG, because otherwise the electron cannot hit the parent ion. In a more
proper quantum mechanical picture, the extension of the wavefunction of the returning electron
results in HHG signal decay as a function of the driver pulse ellipticity [18,19] with the recollision
process being less likely for increasing ellipticity. Recent experiments defined the threshold
ellipticity (εth) as the half-FWHM of this decay [20–23].
The use of clusters as HHG targets has a lot of potential compared to atomic monomers, e.g

clusters provide higher photon yield [24–26] and higher cutoff [26,27], although there is also
ambiguity in the literature concerning the latter [28,29]. Some numerical studies [30] predicted
an extended cutoff even beyond a photon energy corresponding to Ip + 8Up, but this was never
confirmed by experiments [26,27]. (Here, Ip indicates the ionization potential and Up is the
ponderomotive energy). However, a cutoff well above the usual Ip + 3.17Up was demonstrated in
[25]. Additionally, for clusters, the HHG intensity shows a steeper dependence with the laser
intensity than for the case of atoms [31] which was also seen in our previous experiments [25].
It is also known that the degree of linear polarization of the XUV light is decreased if cluster
targets are used [23]. In summary, the differences of cluster HHG are rooted in the almost solid
density of clusters which can result in efficient (> 90%) absorption of laser light [32], and thus
higher conversion efficiency.
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However, a fundamental research question related to cluster-based HHG remained, namely
whether the electron recombines to the parent ion in a cluster (“atom-to-itself” recombination)
or recollision with neighbouring atoms is also possible resulting in “atom-to-neighbour recom-
bination”. This possible scenario was indirectly studied before [28,29] and further support
for this hypothesis was provided by independent theory work [33–36]. It is also possible that
harmonics come from a delocalized wavefunction over the whole cluster and to which they
recombine coherently after tunneling out (“cluster-to-itself” recombination) [23]. For the latter
two mechanisms, one would expect the increase of the threshold ellipticity.

Here, we perform HHG experiments on various cluster targets to determine the mechanism of
recombination and establish whether the dominant recombination scenario is cluster-to-itself,
atom-to-neighbour or atom-to-itself.

2. Experimental setup

An amplified Ti:sapphire laser was used for the experiments providing 2.5-mJ pulses with 1
kHz repetition rate. A λ/4 plate is inserted into this beam to enable a continuous transition of
the HHG driver pulse from linear polarization toward circular polarization. At the entrance of
the target chamber the pulses were 78± 2 fs long (intensity FWHM), with a beam diameter of
1 cm and we attenuated them to 1.25 mJ pulse energy. This beam was focused into a vacuum
chamber (p<∼10−2 Pa) using an anti-reflection coated lens with 30 cm focal length (Fig. 1).
The laser axis was set to be 1mm from the nozzle exit and the focal spot was 6± 0.5mm before
the jet, resulting in an intensity of (1.42± 0.22)×1014 W/cm2 that was kept constant during the
measurements. Thus, the applied intensity was chosen to be near to the optimal conversion rate
[25], which is more than a factor 2 higher than the intensity for which the effect of nanoplasma
inside the cluster was demonstrated [37,38] This arrangement of the jet and focus selects short
trajectories against long ones [39].

Fig. 1. The experimental setup. We focused an ultrashort IR pulse close to the nozzle exit,
and filtered with 0.8 µm Al, measuring the resulting XUV signal with an MCP detector. See
inset for jet details and Al transmission profile showing the used wavelength interval.

Gas clusters were injected into the chamber with a commercial valve (Parker series 9) using a
supersonic de Laval nozzle which is designed for laser-plasma experiments [40]. This scheme
provided gas jets with density fluctuations below the 5% level, see Fig. 1(inset). We used Ar
and Xe gas at backing pressures of 1, 10, 20 bars (Ar) and 1, 5, 10, 14 bars (Xe), respectively.
The cluster sizes were determined by Rayleigh scattering diagnostics [38]. Assuming spherical
clusters, an approximate diameter can be calculated with the van der Waals radii [41]: 1.88 Å for
Ar and 2.16 Å for Xe (see Fig. 2 for details). The generated XUV light was filtered with a 0.8 µm
thick Al foil to discard the fundamental wavelength. The XUV signal was characterized with a
toroidal holographic grating (Jobin Yvon, 550 lines/mm), and the spectrum was recorded with a
microchannel plate (MCP), phosphor screen and CCD camera.
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Fig. 2. Cluster dimensions. The scatter plots show the measurements of cluster sizes as
a function of the backing pressure for the nozzle used. The number of atoms within the
cluster (red squares) were fit (red lines) and converted to cluster diameter (black lines). The
pressure values used in this study are marked with vertical blue lines.

3. Results and discussion

The experiment was performed by measuring HHG spectra as a function of the driver pulse
ellipticity that was changed in small steps using the λ/4 plate. Figure 3 shows averaged spectra as
a function of ellipticity for different gases (Xe and Ar) and pressures.

Fig. 3. HHG spectra as a function of the driver pulse ellipticity for different gases and
backing pressures. Xe with (a) 1 bar, (b) 5 bar, (c) 10 bar and (d) 14 bar backing pressures;
and Ar with (e) 1 bar, (g) 10 bar and (f) 20 bar backing pressures. The lineouts for Ar
1and 10 bar and Xe 14 bar are presented in (h), showing the evaluation method of threshold
ellipticity, εth to be used in Fig. 4. Threshold ellipticities in (h) are 0.12, 0.12 and 0.14,
respectively. For better visibility, curves in (h) are offset by 1.5 units each.

Whereas in Xe the cutoff frequency shows an increase with increasing backing pressure, this
is not so clear in high-pressure Ar, as it shows saturation. A possible explanation is that the
conditions for ideal phase matching may improve with increasing backing pressure, similarly to
atoms [29]. Additionally, the monotonic increase for the largest clusters can partly be caused by
increasing space charge of multiply ionized Xe (providing the largest clusters), in accordance
with results of Ruf et al. on multiply ionized Kr clusters [23].

The cutoff law of Ip + 3.17Up predicts 42.6 eV for Ar and 39.0 eV for Xe. With increasing
backing pressure, the conditions for ideal phase-matching are approached. Each dataset is an
average of between 20 and 28 shots. We fitted Gaussians for each harmonic order and backing
pressure and thus we gained threshold ellipticity values εth [20], see Fig. 3(h). Figure 4 shows
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εth as a function of harmonic order for each nozzle setting. The decreasing signal-noise ratio
towards the sides of the spectra (H15 and H23 for xenon, H17 and H29 for argon) indicates larger
error bars compared to the ones in the centre with strongest signal.

Fig. 4. The ellipticity threshold parameter for all studied gases and pressures. (a) Xe
H15-H23, (b) Ar H19-H29. Reference values for Ar monomers are taken from Ref. [20] and
plotted as a blue dashed curve in (b).

Figure 4 shows that εth depends practically neither on the backing pressure nor the gas used
(Xe/Ar). Threshold ellipticity values match within the uncertainty level of our measurement for
both cases and for all pressures used during our experiments. We also found that our results
for the threshold ellipticity are fully in line with similar independent measurements using Ar
monomers by Strelkov et al. [20], see Fig. 4(b).
Even though the density of clusters is increased together with the pressure, we can conclude,

that the pressure independence of the threshold means that the cluster size does not change the
ellipticity dependence of the HHG signal. Our datasets cover a huge range in cluster size from
0.8 nm (Ar, 1 bar, ∼11 atoms) to 58 nm (Xe, 14 bar, 2.4×106 atoms) and they all have a similar
ellipticity decay (within error) for all harmonics that we recorded.
Previous results about recombination in clusters [23] suggest three different mechanisms,

namely cluster-to-itself, atom-to-neighbour and atom-to-itself recollision and recombination.
The first one can be clearly ruled out, since much larger clusters do not give more signal for
higher values of the ellipticity. Our measurements are above the single atom regime, with
the smallest cluster size having ∼11 atoms (with a certain approximation for smaller clusters,
since the Rayleigh scattering method can safely identify clusters above ∼100 atoms [38,42]).
Knowing this, we cannot fully exclude atom-to-neighbour recombination mechanisms, however
we also have to consider that our results agree very well with those of Strelkov et al. [20] using
Ar monomers (atomic targets), as shown in Fig. 4(b). With these aspects considered, we can
conclude that the recombination mechanism in cluster HHG is taking place dominantly via the
atom-to-itself channel and other contributions are negligible.
This conclusion is further supported by a very simple classical trajectory analysis of pho-

toionized electrons as a function of ionization instant. Electron trajectories are initialized at
the outermost edge of clusters of three different sizes (0.8 nm, 4.1 nm and 8.4 nm) and then
propagated in the external laser field having 1.4 ×1014 W/cm2 peak intensity and 78 fs pulse
length (as in our experiments). If the electron is driven back to any position in the cluster, we
record the return kinetic energy and examine where the electron hits the cluster again. If the
electron returns to a characteristic volume belonging to the parent ion in the cluster (evaluated
from data in Fig. 2), we consider this as an atom-to-itself recollision, all other recollision events
are considered as cluster-to-itself. Atom-to-neighbour events are not distinguished here. Return
energy plots for cluster sizes of 0.8 nm, 4.1 nm and 8.4 nm and different ellipticities are shown
in Visualization 1. Zero return energy is also plotted if the test electron does not return to the
cluster. It can be seen that return energy events decrease as the ellipticity increases especially

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.9618971
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for larger clusters, as expected. We also calculated the ratio of return events with respect to all
events (that is, returns and events when the electron misses the cluster). We call this quantity
“return fraction” which is also plotted in Visualization 1 as a function of ellipticity. (Here, only
atom-to-itself and cluster-to-itself events are distinguished.)
The FWHM of these return fraction curves provide a rough first estimate on the threshold

ellipticity one can expect. This showed us that if we consider trajectories returning to the
parent ion, an εth of ∼0,15 can be expected (black curves in Visualization 1), in line with our
experimental observations. Cluster-to-itself recollision and recombination (if present, at all) can
extend the threshold ellipticity substantially, even up to εth = 1 starting at a cluster size of ∼8 nm.
This range is well covered by our experiments. Since the increase of threshold ellipticity was not
observed experimentally, we can rule out the cluster-to-itself mechanism.
This is in line with the intuitive argument of the weak binding forces of the cluster which do

not enable significant delocalization during the recollision time. Even for the largest cluster sizes
that we tested involving millions of atoms, our results are essentially underpinning the dominance
of the atom-to-itself recombination mechanism.

4. Summary

In summary, we tested high harmonic generation on Ar and Xe cluster targets experimentally
in a wide range of cluster sizes, ranging from ∼10 to several millions of atoms to study the
presence of different recombination mechanisms, namely atom-to-itself, atom-to-neighbour
and cluster-to-itself. By analyzing the ellipticity dependendence of the HHG signal, we found
that during the HHG process on noble gas clusters, the recombination process is dominated by
the atom-to-itself recollision mechanism and therefore the laser-induced charge state does not
significantly delocalize within the cluster during the recollision time.
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